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Led lighting
OOO Sendeni direct supplier product CLIPSO SWISS SA and DESCOR in Russia and CIS countries Our
address 123298 Moscow, Berzarina str., 16 oﬃce 11. Driving directions 8 800 775-7114 infoclipsorussia.ru Free for mobile in Russia.Request a call back Call daily from 900 to 2300. Measurements 800
- 2200. Call Gager Fashionable stylish interior with led lighting is so simple and accessible Modern
technology allows you to create unusual lighting decor in any room residential oﬃce commercial. Led
is an economical and bright ideas for high-quality lighting. Our designers are ready to oﬀer you the
most interesting solutions using LEDs. Let's see how looks like led lighting in modern interiors Led
lighting is a good choice for those who want to create an individual contemporary interior. The
advantages of these lights is obvious because the led Led light bulb is a great alternative to the
classic incandescent or halogen light bulbs. LEDs are suitable for any lighting to chandeliers and spot
lamps etc. They with identical success can be used for lighting the house and cottage, oﬃce and shop
or any other premises. Unusual interior during the replacement of conventional lamps with led strip.
The length of such tape with LEDs standard 5 M. p. In our company you can purchase these modern
lighting and order to create an individual decor using led strips. Choose the option of led strips which
will perfectly complement your home interiors Led strip is a versatile solution to a whole range of
design tasks, Designers use tape with LEDs to create Led strip light RGB 24vм.p. 2 240
рублей5м.p.Led strip light RGB 12vм.p. 1 400 рублей5м.p. Installation of led strip 400 roblem.p. The
ceiling lamp. The ceiling is made of canvas transparent with the application of printing. Track
mounted system of led backlighting. The lights are on. 1 photo from 44 Directory Certiﬁcates All
certiﬁcates Accept The call Gager only 300 tublatanka until 31 January Customer reviews 07.03.16
Irina Thank you for the work. We had diﬃculty in the bathrooms had but to pull the suspended ceiling
to the hatches. Called many-did only the guys from Sendeni. Special thanks to the installers Ruslan
and Eugene. All the reviews... Openevidence Learn more News interior design All the news... CLIPSO is
the world's only suspended ceiling system with European environmental standard New work All
photos 8 800
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